PRIMARY BLOCK
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2016 -17
Dear Children,
Summer Vacation is a much awaited break- a break from routine, rules & regulations. It’s all
about meeting Grandparents, having fun, playing for longer hours with friends, going for picnics
and exploring new places. But there is a lot more that you can do to make your vacation more
interesting and meaningful. Here are some activities which will keep you busy in a meaningful
manner.so, get ready to enjoy your summer vacation!
Your holiday homework will be displayed during the first Parent Teacher Meeting in September
2017.

KG1- “I can Read”




Fix your “Reading Mat” on your study table. Read it daily. Take a magazine or a
newspaper; find out the words which are in your reading mat. Cut them from the
magazine with the help of your mom and stick them in a Scrap Book.
Decorate your Scrap Book with pictures or drawings of flowers and give a pleasant
surprise to your new Class teacher in KG2.

KG 2- “My furry friends”
Make a scrapbook with pictures of animals or drawings of animals and write five lines about
each animal.eg-where do they live? What do they eat? Etc.

Grade 1-“I love my Family”
 Make a scrapbook of photographs of family and friends and name them.
 Draw a party scene from your memory .write one account of an incident
with your family where you laughed and laughed.
Grade 2- Young detectives!
Wearing my detective hat on, I observe… I see the trees… I see the road… I see the things that
are on my way… Let’s make a Magic Box! Observe the things around you when you visit
different places, picnics, parks, at your friends place or your home country and be a spy. Write
down these words on a piece of paper along with its meaning and drop them in your
“Vocabulary Box”. Submit this Vocabulary Box to you class teacher of Grade 3.Write your
name clearly on the Vocabulary Box.

